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HOLOCOM® ANNOUNCES EXPANSION
SAN DIEGO – March 23, 2011 - Holocom, Inc., the leader in protective distribution systems
(PDS) for SIPRNet and other classified networks, announced today that it is consolidating and
expanding operations in San Diego. Holocom headquarters, engineering, west coast sales, and
the Logistics Center, formerly located in Anaheim, California, will move to an expanded facility
in the Miramar area. The new 10,000 square foot facility is leased for up to eight years,
including options, from RREEF America, a Deutsche Bank company (NYSE “DE”).
Relocating the Holocom Logistics Center from Anaheim brings two employment positions to
San Diego. Holocom also added a new salesperson to its staff in January 2011.
Scott Beeson, Vice President, announced the move saying, “Combining our logistics warehouse
with the corporate headquarters will streamline our operation, reduce overhead, and make us
more efficient. We are also pleased that all of our manufacturing partners are committed to
staying with us through the move. Unlike our competitors who manufacture in other countries,
we are committed to continue to support American workers even during these difficult financial
times.”
Joining Beeson in the announcement, San Diego City Councilman Carl DeMaio said, “I am
very pleased that Holocom found San Diego to be a good place to expand their business. In this
economy, it takes a lot of ingenuity and hard work to not only survive but grow a small
business. We welcome that type of leadership to our community.”
Although a small business, Holocom introduced a number of new patented products in 2010
which strengthen its end-to-end solution for classified network security. The new Secure Large
Carrier™ (large capacity raceway) complements Holocom’s smaller cable carriers - 2" x 2"
Secure Raceway and Secure Mini Dukt™ - and provides the most cost effective and functional
network physical security system that meets demanding NSA and DoD standards.
Holocom was granted two new patents in 2010 and three additional patents are pending. With
new products on the horizon, co-location of design, sales, marketing, and manufacturing was an
imperative. The company will begin full operations at its new location at 8360 Camino Santa
Fe, Suite F, San Diego, CA 92121 on April 1, 2011.
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About Holocom®
Holocom® is the leading manufacturer of protective distribution systems (PDS) for secret and
other classified networks transmitting highly sensitive data. The patented Holocom PDS
provides a complete, end-to-end solution including services tailored to meet individual customer
requirements. Holocom owns an IP portfolio protecting its secure enclosure systems which in
turn protect mission-critical networks for all branches of the military, federal agencies, and
private networks across the globe. Holocom is headquartered in San Diego, CA with additional
offices in Colorado Springs, CO and the Washington D.C. area.
Holocom, Inc. is jointly owned by Scripps Ventures, Inc. and Patriot Scientific Corporation
(“NASDQ “PTSC”).
For more information, visit www.holocom.com or call 888-HOLOCOM.

About Patriot Scientific Corporation
Headquartered in Carlsbad, California, Patriot Scientific Corporation provides data sharing
and secure data solutions for a connected world. Patriot Scientific addresses the expanding
market opportunities in the healthcare, justice and public safety industries through its wholly
owned subsidiary Patriot Data Solutions Group, Inc. These growth activities are funded with
revenues generated, in a large part, from the Moore Microprocessor Patent(TM) Portfolio
licensing partnership with The TPL Group. Patriot Scientific's integrated core intelligence
solution addresses the critical data/information sharing needs of the healthcare industry, the
Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Justice, and federal, state, and local
public safety and law enforcement agencies. For more information on Patriot Scientific
Corporation, visit: www.ptsc.com.
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Safe Harbor statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: Statements
in this information contain statements forward looking in time which involve risks and
uncertainties, including the risks associated with the effect of changing economic conditions,
trends in the products markets, variations in the company's cash flow, market acceptance risks,
technical development risks, seasonality and other risk factors detailed in the company's
Securities and Exchange Commission filings.
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